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Abstract— Forecasting stock price with traditional time series methods has proven to be difficult. An artificial neural network is probably more suitable for this task, since no assumption of a mathematical model has to be made prior to the forecasting process. Furthermore, a neural network has the ability to extract the main influential factors from large sets of data, which is often required for a successful stock prediction task. In this paper, we explore one-step ahead and multi-step ahead predictions and compare with previous work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Forecasting the stock market is not a simple task, mainly because of the random-walk behavior of the stock price movement in short time period. Several techniques are being used for stock forecasting. In last two decades, neural networks (NNs) have become one of these techniques. The behavior of stock price movement is highly complex. It is nearly impossible to model with a pure mathematical function. Moreover, a large set of related factors is required to explain a specific stock. These two factors are among the most important motivations for the neural network approach in stock prediction.

This paper begins with a brief review of neural networks and the back propagation (BP) learning algorithm in Chapter 2. Subsequently in Chapter 3.1, an improved one-step ahead forecasting system is proposed and compared to the original forecasting strategy. Then, in Chapter 3.2, a simple recursive algorithm for multi-step ahead prediction is discussed and an improved multi-step forecasting system is proposed. Their prediction results are compared. Lastly, in Chapter 4, we draw our conclusions and discuss future work.

II. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO NEURAL NETWORKS

Neural networks can perform tasks such as pattern recognition and classification. There are some important features which make NNs capable for a forecasting problem. The first feature is its data-driven trait which only requires few priori assumptions. NNs can learn from training data and capture the logic or relationship even unknown to us. Secondly, NNs can be used to generalize. After the training process, the neural network has updated its parameters (weights and bias) and can be used to make predictions on unknown data. Thirdly, NNs are universal functional approximators. It has been proved that a two-layer neural network with enough hidden neurons can approximate any continuous function with a satisfactory accuracy [3]. Lastly, NNs are nonlinear. Many real systems and forecasting models are nonlinear. All these features make NNs very useful in various problems, especially in forecasting.

A feed-forward neural network is a network which does not include a directed cycle between its neurons. It is quite different from a recurrent neural network which typically consists of a directed cycle structure.

The feed-forward neural network is the simplest neural network where the information transmits in only one direction, i.e., from the input neurons to the output neurons. The information may pass through some hidden layers, but there are no loops in this type of neural networks.

The Backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm is one of the most important neural network learning methods. The BP algorithm has been widely used in training feed forward multilayer neural networks. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is one such BP algorithms. In the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, the step size has to be kept small to ensure the validity of the approximation.

III. ONE-STEP AHEAD AND MULTI-STEP AHEAD PREDICTION

A. One-Step Ahead Prediction

In this section, a BP feed-forward neural network is applied to predict the weekly closing value of Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index (SHCOMP) from 2nd Nov 2007 to 11th July 2008. The prediction results are compared with those obtained by Phua et al. [4].

1) Data Normalization: This process helps to normalize the minimum and maximum values of each data series to a boundary. In our case, the boundary is set to be [-1, 1]. The mathematical definition is given in eq. 1:

\[
y = (y_{\text{max}} - y_{\text{min}}) \times \frac{(x - x_{\text{min}})}{(x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}})} + y_{\text{min}}
\] (1)

2) Input Processing: For inputs, we apply the log-return. The definition is given eq. 2. The rationale is that we care more about the movement of the index value, whether it is going up and going down and the how much the movement is in percentage, rather than the absolute value of the movement [6].
3) Neural Network Topology: There are infinite ways to construct a neural network. Neuro-dynamics and architecture are two terminologies used to describe the way how a neural network is constructed. The combinations of these two define the topology of a neural network. Neuro-dynamics describe the properties of the basic cell, an individual neuron, such as its transfer function and how the inputs are connected [7]. The architecture of a neural network defines its geometrical structure, for example, the number of neurons in every layer. We have to consider the following factors in designing a proper neural network:

- The number of inputs: In our case, there are 5 inputs and some external factors (i.e., monthly social retail goods, price index, added value of industry, etc.), which we combine into one input. All in all, the inputs are Closing value and Opening value of Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index, Highest and Lowest value of Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index, Volume, and Other Factors.
- The number of hidden layers: Theoretically, a neural network that has one hidden layer and sufficient number of hidden neurons is capable of generalizing any continuous function [8]. If we increase the number of hidden layers, the computation time will increase as well as the danger of over fitting [9]. Over fitting, in simple words, is to memorize every point rather than being able to learn the general patterns. In our paper, we choose the number of hidden layers to be one.
- The number of neurons in each layer: In our paper, the number of hidden neurons is between 3 and 18.
- The number of outputs: In our case, the number is one, i.e., the output is the predicted closing value of the Shanghai composite index.

4) Training Procedure: The process of training a neural network is to let the neural network learn patterns in the training data, by iteratively presenting the NN with examples of correct known samples. The goal of this process is to find the set of weights and bias that result in a good minimum of the error function. There are four important factors in this process, i.e., training data preparation, learning algorithm, transfer function, and stopping criteria. In our case, Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation has been applied.

- Training Data Preparation: We can divide the training data set into three categories, training, validation and testing. We use 70% of the data for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing. In our case, we use Shanghai composite index from 2002/11/04 to 2007/11/01 as our training data set.
- The Transfer Function: Transfer functions are mathematical functions that calculate the output of processing neuron based on the input. Klimasauskas [10] suggests that if the neural network is designed to learn average behavior, a sigmoid transfer function should be used. But if the learning process is about deviations from the average, the hyperbolic tangent function is the best. So in our case, we use hyperbolic tangent function as the transfer function:

\[ \text{tansig}(n) = \frac{2}{1 + \exp(-2 \cdot n)} - 1 \]  

- The Stopping Criteria: There are mainly two types of stopping criteria, late stopping and early stopping [11]. Late stopping means that the neural network is trained until a certain error condition is reached. The problem for late stopping is over fitting. In order to obtain good generalization, pruning process should be involved in the training. The other stopping criterion is early stopping. It is a way to avoid over fitting but it is hard to know when to stop. In our case, we apply the late stopping.

5) Output error correction due to input outliers: For stock prediction, the outliers typically happen when the economic or political climate is changing rapidly. For example, big breaking news can cause a rapid drop to a particular stock. By selecting an appropriate error function, the impact of outliers can be reduced. We propose this process in our paper as one of the modifications compared to Phua et al. [4]. The error correction function is given below:

\[ \frac{1}{3} \ln \left( \cosh \left( 3 \left( o_i - t_i \right) \right) \right) \]  

In (4), \( o_i \) denotes the output from output neuron \( i \) and \( t_i \) is the corresponding target. This function is a smooth approximation of \( \text{abs}(o_i - t_i) \). It has such a property: when the difference between output predicting value and the real value is large, this function will produce a limited and reasonable error.

6) Performance Measurement and Comparison: Figure 1 shows the prediction results compared to actual results. Occasionally, our neural network successfully predicts some turning point of the trend, not just following the trend. But we have to admit that this successful prediction is not stable, since every time the neural network will be trained differently. Besides this, our predicting result for 2008.06.08 is around 3000, which is very close to the real value.

It is important to know how well the prediction is. There are several widely used performance measures. In this paper, “hit-rate” is used as a performance measure. The hit rate indicates how often the neural network gives a correct prediction in terms of the direction of price movement. For example, if the actual stock price movements for next five days are up-down-up-up-up and our prediction shows that the movements are up-down-down-down-up. Then in total, 3 out of 5 times the prediction is correct, so the hit rate in this case is \( 3/5 = 60\% \).

The following table shows a hit-rate comparison between Phua et al. and our one-step ahead prediction system.
The following table summarizes all the modifications and improvements made by us:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Preparation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hidden layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hidden neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of time-delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output error correction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Multi-step Ahead Prediction for 000024.SZ

According to our discussion, the one-step prediction result is relatively stable, the error is small, overall it is quite acceptable by achieving a hit rate more than 60%, compared to previous publications. But the one-step prediction does not help a lot in a real investment situation since it tends to follow the trend rather than foresee what is going to happen.

In a real investment or speculating situation, if we know the stock price will go up first then go down or vice versa, it would be a huge advantage in investment decision making. As a personal or institutional investor, this information will give you a niche to beat the market. The multi-step prediction may help us to realize this goal in some special cases.

Unlike one-step ahead prediction, multi-step prediction is more difficult [12], since it has to deal with more uncertainties, accumulation of errors and the accuracy can be reduced [13].

1) Data Preparation: In this case, we choose 000024.SZ as our target prediction stock. We have Closing price and Opening price of 000024.SZ, Highest and Lowest prices of 000024.SZ and Volume. Other factors are not considered in this case, since the prediction period is quite short and macro-economy only has a very limited impact on the fluctuation of stock price in a short period [14]. In addition, in order to reduce the impact of some big news or black swan, the 100-day period that we selected is a relatively stable period in terms of news and the change from fundamental perspective. The same process, inputs normalization and data processing, is done for this data set just as we did for one-step ahead prediction system’s data preparation part.

2) Neural Network Topology: In this section, we summarize all the parameters being used in this multi-step neural network topology. For the first five factors, the selection criteria for a multi-step neural network is exactly same as a one-step ahead neural network, the only difference is that for a multi-step neural network, we have to use a close-loop structure to replace the open-loop structure after the training process has been done. The reason is simple. For a multi-step neural network, the prediction result of day T is deduced from the prediction results of day (T-1), day (T-2),…, day (T-n), rather than the actual data of day (T-1), day (T-2), day (T-n). So a close-loop structure must be adopted to realize this process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. MULTI-STEP NEURAL NETWORK TOPOLOGY PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Time-delays</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of hidden layers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of neurons in each layer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of outputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transfer function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning algorithm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connection structure</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Recursive Strategy for Multi-step Forecasting: A multi-step ahead time series prediction is to forecast the next H values \([y_{N+1},..., y_{N+H}]\) of a historical time series \([y_1,..., y_N]\) which consists of \(N\) observations, where \(H > 1\) denotes the forecasting horizon. The recursive strategy is one of the oldest and most intuitive forecasting methods for multi-step prediction problem [15]. In this method, a single model \(F\) is trained to perform a one-step ahead prediction first, such as

\[ y_{t+1} = F( y_t, \ldots, y_{t+d-1}) + w. \]

In the equation above, \(t\) belongs to \(\{d,\ldots,N\}\), \(y_t\) is the actual closing price of day \(t\), \(y_{t+1}\) is the predicted closing price.

When predicting \(H\) steps ahead, we first predict the first step by applying this model \(F\). Secondly we use the value that we just produced as part of the input variables for predicting the next step by applying the same model \(F\). We continue this process until we have predicted the entire horizon.

The recursive strategy may produce a low performance in multi-step forecasting task due to the noise present and the length of forecasting horizon. In fact, it is quite true when the forecasting horizon \(h\) exceeds the embedded dimension \(d\), as at one point, all the inputs are predicted value rather than actual price. The reason for this possible inaccuracy is that this strategy is sensitive to accumulation of errors with a long forecasting horizon. The effect is known as Buttefly Effect. The intermediate forecasting errors will propagate forward as these predicted results are used to determine the subsequent predictions.

4) Training Procedure: For this multi-step prediction case, we use the first 80 days out of 100 days as our training data set. The rest 20 days is our prediction target. We divide the training data set into three categories, training, validation and testing. We apply 70% for training, 15% for validation and 15% for testing.

5) Modifications to the Simple Recursive Method: According to our discussion, we know that simple recursive
method’s potential poor performance is due to accumulation error. Hence we propose an error constraint strategy to reduce the accumulation error. Since we use the first 80 days as our training set, the rest 20 days as our prediction target, in these 20 days, we want to use the first 15 days to set up an error constraint, and the rest 5 days is for true forecasting purpose. All these 20 days are predicted results. The difference is that the first 15 days are error-reduced by an error constraint while the last 5 days are pure forecasting result. In our case, since the 000024.SZ stock price fluctuate between 11 and 35, we use 1 as our error constraint. For example, if the actual closing price at day 81 is 20, and our predicting closing price at day 81 is within the range 19 and 21, then the prediction process will continue and this predicted value will propagate as one of the inputs for the subsequent forecasting. But if the predicting closing price is 22, which falls outside the error constraints range, then the prediction result will not be accepted by the system. The system will predict again until the predicted result satisfies the error constraint condition. In our case, this constraint is set from day 81 to day 95. The logic behind this algorithm is that since the system has successfully (the error is controlled within certain range) predicted the first 10 days, the chance of being correct for the next five days will be possibly larger compared to a wrong prediction for the first 10 days. This is due to the fact that the neural network may select more suitable weights and bias for this specific situation. In addition, since the first predicted 10 days’ results are closer to the actual price, the accumulated error for these 10 days will possibly be reduced compared to the simple recursive strategy.

6) Multi-step Prediction Results: If we use this system in a real case, at day 95, the system predict that for the next five days, the stock price will go up first and then probably go down. According to this prediction, we can enter the market for a long position. Once we earn some money, we can choose either exit from the market, save the money, or set up a short position if we are quite sure that the price is going to drop. Although the prediction results are not very stable, with many times of running, the results tend to show that the price movement will behave like an “N”.

The following two figures show the results of the predictions. The figure on the left shows simple recursive strategy multi-step prediction results, while other one shows multi-step prediction results using improved recursive strategy. The black line is the actual closing price. The blue line is the predicted price under error constraint. The red line is the true predicted price without any correction.

By purely observation, we can tell that our improved recursive strategy outperforms the simple recursive strategy in terms of the movement of stock price. Above all, the improved strategy gives us a hint to tell whether it is a highly possible correct prediction or not.

Figure 2. Prediction results of the two systems

If we run the system many times, in terms of probability, one or two patterns will appear more than other patterns. While the simple recursive strategy cannot tell us how big the chance is being possibly right. This is a very critical point for prediction especially for a real case investment. If we do not know the chance of winning the game, we also cannot decide how much risk we would like to take.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first reproduced the one-step ahead prediction system from Phua et al. Secondly, we made some modifications and successfully outperform the original prediction system in terms of MSE value, hit-rate and absolute error.

Moreover, we explored a difficult multi-step prediction problem. Firstly, we reproduced a multi-step prediction system using simple recursive algorithm. Then, we proposed an error constraint algorithm in order to obtain better weights and bias, as well as smaller accumulated errors. The results outperform the simple recursive algorithm by observation. What is more important, the improved algorithm gives us a way to tell how big the chance of being right is. It is critical for a real investment decision.

In future work, we realize that the quality of training data is the most important thing for a successful prediction [16-19]. In stock prediction it is very critical to determine which factor is more important. With the power of neural network, we can try different factors and different combinations of those factors. This may help us to decide which factor(s) is(are) the main influential for a specific period of time. This will require adequate applications of feature selection techniques [20-30]. In addition, stock movements can be regarded time series, for which wavelets and wavelet packets have been shown to be powerful processing tools [31][32].
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